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JUNE 2017 HIGHLIGHTS
Legendary Motorcar
From Tuesday 13 June at 20:15
Peter Klutt and his team at Legendary Motorcars
find, buy, restore, sell - and sometimes race - the
coolest cars on the planet. With over thirty years’
experience restoring and selling amazing street and
race cars, they offer the chance to get a real behindthe-scenes knowledge and expertise in how classic
cars are restored, from the chassis to engine and
upholstery. This year Peter has plans for a street
legal GT40 which has been sitting in the shop waiting
for a perfect restoration. Plus, Peter and Gary find a
GT350, but the car has some serious flaws and an
owner who won’t shift on the price. This series
explores each aspect of the operation and offers a
fascinating look at the drama, quality craftsmanship,
and excitement of creating and preserving high-end
collector automobiles.

Chasing Classic Cars
From Wednesday 28 June at 21:00
Renowned collector and car archaeologist Wayne
Carini hosts this series delving into the elite world of
high-end car collections. Wayne continues his
personal mission to uncover the world's rarest, most
exotic cars - and he finds them in the most unlikely
places. Wayne's search for classic cars includes a one
of a kind 1930 Minerva by Hibbard and Darrin, which
was owned by reclusive collector John ‘Hawkeye’
Hawkinson, a 1901 Panhard that won the New York
to Buffalo rally in 1902, and Ferrari’s first limitedproduction hybrid sports car. Plus Wayne turns the
collector world on its head when he makes a
surprise announcement about his 1921 Stutz
Bearcat. With Wayne’s extensive network of
contacts, viewers are granted a true insider's
examination of the elite club of automotive restorers
and collectors.
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